
New Mexico’s largest electric utility 
provides reliable electricity service to more 
than 500,000 New Mexicans as well as 
wholesale customers throughout the 
Southwest.  For years, PNM handled its 
contractor spend manually, from 
timesheets to invoicing, with an outside 
services budget of nearly 
$100MM.

As soon as the company implemented the 
Management Controls, Inc. (MCi) TRACK® 
Platform, it was able to gain more visibility, 
control and productivity from its contract 
workforce and create a more efficient 
process for managing the work and dollars 
associated with that budget.

Visibility into contractor activity 
across site operations

Cost control of contractor labor, 
equipment and material spend

Automated and precise 
contractual compliance

Self-auditing solution that  
eliminated manual invoice and 
contractor activity checks

Real-time data insights and 
ability to course correct

Improved overall site efficiency 
and productivity

WHAT THEY GAINED

"TRACK’s® software design matched our workflow from the creation of the initial 
contract through payment processing... With the results demonstrated during the pilot 
phase, it was easy to convince management to implement TRACK® plant-wide."

— Vice President, Procurement

CASE STUDY: 
ELECTRIC UTILITY 
LEADER

New Mexico’s largest electric utility 
saves more than $8MM annually 
with the TRACK® Platform
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"With visibility into contractor 
time and activities, new insight into 
equipment and materials 
management, and automating 
contract and invoice reconciliation, 
TRACK® is positively impacting our 
budget and timetables for crucial 
plant construction and  maintenance 
projects." 

— Plant Manager

 ABOUT MCi:  THE AUTHORITY IN CONTRACTOR SPEND MANAGEMENT

The TRACK® Daily
Settlement Process
TRACK's® exclusive Daily Settlement 
Process transforms the relationship 
between owner and contractor by 
providing a proprietary mechanism for 
reconciling work done and money earned. 
Owners can now determine, approve and 
pay contractor hours and costs with 100% 
accuracy, monitor their progress on work 
activities and gain control over their spend 
in real time.  

Management Controls, Inc. (MCi) helps companies obtain better visibility, control and 
productivity from their contract workforce.  MCi's TRACK® Platform provides automated 
contract compliance as well as a holistic view across the entire labor, equipment and 
materials spend. TRACK’s® real-time data stream can be proactively applied to 
optimize performance and safety for routine maintenance, turnarounds, capital 
projects and operations. With the powerful addition of MCI’s customized analytics 
service, Insights, and its managed service offering, TRACK-as-a-Service (TaaS), 
companies can leverage MCi’s 29 years of experience to get even more out of TRACK®, 
as well as identify opportunities to improve site productivity overall.
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